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1. Anti-trust (Instrumental)
2. Isolation Explosion

If I could find a way to follow
I’d certainly call your name
If there’s one thing I never wanted
Was never to see her again

If I could reach somewhere beyond me
And grasp more than what’s not there
However much I crave her touch
My fingers pull through air
But there’s got to be more than this, hopefully
Something strange and nondescript, truthfully
All these changes you will have to decide
All these changes you will have to design
Where you go you won't know any more

3. Eco-terror
Life is scales, scales of panic
One thousand things and I can’t hold them
I'm so small I can't look up
I can rub but i can’t pat my head
Danger comes its invisible
Secret words don't understand them
Time has passed we can’t turn it back
It will change it will stay the same
The patients old get the oxygen
Hold on now we’ll try to save you
We can’t save anything
We can save anything

4. Turn Right And You have Reached Your Death
When you can, all around, waiting for you
There’s something there
When all goes all around waiting for you
There’s something real
If I stand with my hands held down
Would you take them up and lead me back home
I don’t mind if you want to show me
I could feel from the moment I cried
Don’t look beyond but hold it inside
If I could reason why
When all is
Like the soul wind
It’s turning in
When you fight now
Like the soul wind
It’s turning in
If I would fall you, if I fall you, you would leave me falling
If I crawl you, if I crawl you, you would leave me crawling
Turn right you’ve reached your death
With no plan, and no fate, track and guide you
There’s something real
And when you, grasp reason, it’s no comfort
It’s pain to feel

5. In Your Brain Right Now

How I wonder how you feel
Take me under feel it too
Taking back my own mind
There’s nothing more consoling
How I wonder what is real
Take me under feel it too

Taking back my own mind
There’s nothing more controlling
If I’m following you
I’d fall out
Open you eyes
Something has changed
It’s in your mind
Open your eyes

6. Outstare the Square

The pixelation of inflation
The eroding of intention
The pixelation of fear
1 2 3 4 5 6th gear
The exposure of explosions
An explosion of emotion
Turn it over and then over
Its entertainment pixelated
The cube is staring at me
I don’t want to be
Swept up by the sea
Cos there’s sharks out there
And I feel so bare
It does not seem fair
This pixelated funfair

7. Pessimonster
You can see what I’ve seen now
It is over I've seen now
It is over, nothing lives here
It is over, take it or leave it

8. Dark Light

It’s a day without sun
Its a night without a moon
Turn my head, push away, shed the skin
I can control how I feel and
The mind is all it is
It’s all this is

Stuck red eyes, opaque sky
Scraping teeth, obscure sigh
Lift my head, shift my feet, move outside
I can control how I feel and
The mind is all it is
It’s all this is

9. Final Forecast

Time has run out for us
And I just don't know what to do
I wanted to go outside
See the sunset for the last time now
I wanted to say hello
Say hello to my friends now
I want to say goodbye
Say goodbye to this world now

I wanted to see the future
The future's just ahead now
I wanted to see my life
The life that fades before me now
I wonder where we will be
In a few days when it all ends
I wonder where we will go
Where we'll come to terms with it
The television has just died
I miss the weather forecast
Is there any chance of sunshine tomorrow
I really need to know before it’s too late
It’s the Final Forecast
Is there some way I can
Receive some kind of assurances
A guarantee that it will be okay
Even if you’re lying
All those people that we met
All those memories that we hold
No more
Maybe i should turn to God
Or maybe God should look at me
I didn't tick that box
That box never ticked me

12. The Sun Implodes (pfft)
We don't trust
Its too hard to try
The distractions come and push us away
Tonight, in neon rain, we see veins covered in shiny plastic
The onus is on you to make the call, to take the stance
Consider me, consider us, consider all
Relax and accept mirrors and angles
Consensus is dependent on scale
Our lives are interrupted by steady streams of utter shit
Smacked in our faces with lasers, sounds and ink
We register their existence and provoke emotions, but we loose touch with our love
Rust is like a river, decay is just cyclic, feel it flow through you
A painter just paints to see what he sees, but in the end it is already made
The terror inside is too big to describe
Approaching the day with eyes firmly closed
A fear of glancing will pull us down
They pass us by all the time like we're nothing, like we're not there
They don't care about us. Why not
We don't know but they don't care about us
They push past and rip through
They don't care about us
If there was only a way to communicate
So long to feel this way that it becomes second skin
All the days pass by and the words become straighter and firmer
And we become more distant and the laughter starts to fade away and
They don't care about us

Its always the same everyday
They don't care about us
Its never too late to say
They don't care about us
Give me everything, so I can see nothing
Turning away from the shadows won't keep them from your ankles
Crystal Closures
Our failing achievers
They don’t care about us

